A comprehensive two-day training course has ensured Raymarine dealers and service staff from all around New Zealand are completely up-to-date with all of Raymarine’s exciting new technology.

Hosted by Raymarine’s New Zealand distributor, Lusty and Blundell in their Albany headquarters on Auckland’s North Shore, the in-depth course was run by Raymarine’s Asia Pacific Technical Service Manager, Tom Green and L&B Customer Service Manager, Nigel Winnard.

“As New Zealand’s leading supplier of marine electrical and electronic systems, it is vital that our partners in the field have the best possible understanding about our products and how they work,” says Lusty and Blundell CEO, Mark Milburn. “Their expertise and knowledge ensures we can offer the best possible level of service and advice, anywhere in New Zealand.”

Lusty and Blundell and Raymarine have long been renowned for offering the country’s best on-board warranties and back-up servicing. “We have a 35-year history in this field, dating back to the very first Autohelm autopilots,” says Mark Milburn. “We still regularly service 20-year-old chartplotters, radars and instruments, ensuring they continue to give satisfaction.

“With Raymarine now regularly releasing revolutionary new MFDs (multi-function displays), innovative fish-finding modules, super-high definition radar systems and incredible new instrumentation, our dedicated training courses are more important than ever.

“These courses ensure that boat owners, wherever they are, are never far from great advice and unparalleled service.”